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Experimental Realization of Josephson Junctions for an Atom SQUID
C. Ryu, P. W. Blackburn, A. A. Blinova, and M. G. Boshier
P-21, Physics Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545
We report the creation of a pair of Josephson junctions on a toroidal dilute gas Bose-Einstein con-
densate (BEC), a configuration that is the cold atom analog of the well-known dc superconducting
quantum interference device (SQUID). We observe Josephson effects, measure the critical current
of the junctions, and find dynamic behavior that is in good agreement with the simple Josephson
equations for a tunnel junction with the ideal sinusoidal current-phase relation expected for the pa-
rameters of the experiment. The junctions and toroidal trap are created with the painted potential,
a time-averaged optical dipole potential technique which will allow scaling to more complex BEC
circuit geometries than the single atom-SQUID case reported here. Since rotation plays the same
role in the atom SQUID as magnetic field does in the dc SQUID magnetometer, the device has
potential as a compact rotation sensor.
PACS numbers: 67.85.De, 37.10.Gh, 03.75.Kk, 03.75.Lm
The dc superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID) [1] was created to study and utilize the quan-
tum interference of currents flowing in parallel through
Josephson junctions (JJs) connected in a superconduct-
ing loop. Today SQUIDs are the basis of some of the
most sensitive magnetometers [1]. An “Atom SQUID”
is an analogous quantum interference device that uses
a superfluid dilute gas Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC)
[2, 3] flowing through potential barriers in a trap. The
superfluid counterpart of the SQUID response to mag-
netic fields is an analogous response to rotation, already
demonstrated in the laboratory with superfluid helium
SQUIDs [4–6]. The atom SQUID is particularly attrac-
tive for rotation sensing and for addressing basic ques-
tions in quantum physics because of the BEC advantages
of easy detection of atom number and phase, along with
the existence of accurate microscopic theories.
An atom SQUID has two essential ingredients: a mul-
tiply connected geometry trap (e.g. a toroid) with quan-
tization of superfluid circulation, and potential barriers
(junctions) exhibiting Josephson effects (i.e. tunnel junc-
tions or weak links). Atom SQUID counterparts of both
types of SQUID are possible: a “dc Atom SQUID” with
two junctions, and an “rf atom SQUID” with a single
junction. BECs have been created in toroidal traps using
a magnetic trap with a repulsive optical trap at the cen-
ter [7], a Laguerre-Gaussian mode of a laser beam [8, 9],
superpositions of attractive and repulsive optical dipole
potentials [10], and a painted potential [11, 12]. Sepa-
rately, JJs for BECs have been realized with interference
of laser beams [13, 14], a magnetic trap with a repul-
sive barrier from a laser beam [15], and a radio frequency
dressed magnetic trap [16]. Recently [8, 17], a laser beam
was used to create a barrier that acted as a weak link for
atoms in a toroidal trap, the geometry of the rf atom
SQUID, and induced phase slips. In this Letter, we use
the “painted potential” technique [11] to create and ma-
nipulate a BEC in a toroidal trap containing a pair of
JJs, which is the cold atom analog of the dc SQUID.
In contrast to the weak link recently demonstrated in
Ref. [17], the thin junctions reported here exhibit signifi-
cant quantum tunneling. Their behavior agrees with the
predictions of the Josephson equations for ideal JJs with
sinusoidal current-phase relation i = ic sinφ, where the
JJ current i has maximum value equal to the critical cur-
rent ic, and φ is the phase difference across the JJ.
The painted potential technique [11, 12] realizes com-
plex dynamic potentials for BECs by rapidly moving
far-detuned laser beams to create time-averaged optical
dipole potentials. Improvements to the setup described
in Ref. [11] and used to demonstrate quantized circulation
in a toroidal BEC [12], particularly a new long work-
ing distance microscope objective (numerical aperture =
0.4), make the spatial resolution of the painted poten-
tial ∼ 1.5µm. That is comparable to the BEC healing
length, so painted barriers can exhibit significant tun-
neling rates. Figure 1(a) is a schematic drawing of the
setup. A horizontal scanning beam creates a flat two
dimensional potential for supporting atoms against grav-
ity, while the vertical painting beam creates a complex
dynamic potential. This high resolution system enables
the painting of many varieties of complex and dynamic
JJs, including the dc atom SQUID configuration of dou-
ble JJs on a toroidal trap discussed here. Figure 1(b)
shows the calculated beam intensity distribution for this
case and Fig. 1(c) shows the corresponding BEC. The
FWHM (full-width at half-maximum) of the barrier is
2µm, which is small enough for a BEC to have a signifi-
cant tunneling rate (of order a few hundred hertz) for the
typical density-weighted BEC healing length ξ ∼ 0.5µm.
It is hard to observe Josephson oscillations in this sys-
tem directly because of their small amplitude. There-
fore, we used the scheme suggested in Ref. [18] to study
Josephson effects. In our implementation of this idea,
moving the JJs circumferentially towards each other
leaves the BEC density unchanged as long as atoms can
tunnel through the junctions to maintain the same chem-
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2FIG. 1: (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. Arbitrary
and dynamic potentials for the BEC are created by the super-
position of two red-detuned beams making attractive optical
dipole potentials. One beam is a horizontal light sheet, the
other is a rapidly moving focused beam which paints the po-
tential. (b) Calculated intensity distribution of the 8µm di-
ameter painted atom SQUID potential. (c) In situ absorption
image of a BEC in the atom SQUID potential.
ical potential in both sectors of the torus. This phe-
nomenon of a current of atoms flowing without a chemi-
cal potential difference is the dc Josephson effect in this
system. The current will increase with barrier velocity
until the critical current of the JJs is reached, at which
point the system switches to the ac Josephson regime.
Here there is an oscillating current of atoms through the
barrier, with frequency proportional to the chemical po-
tential difference across the JJ, but no net current across
it. Therefore at barrier velocities greater than the speed
limit imposed by the critical current, the moving JJs sim-
ply push the atoms, resulting in compression of atoms
in one side and expansion in the other. Figures 2(a)
and (b) show the initial and final potentials of the atom
SQUID for the movement of JJs. Figure 2(c) shows the
unchanged density distribution of atoms when atoms tun-
nel and Fig. 2(d) shows the compressed cloud of atoms in
one side when the JJs move too fast for tunneling.
The simplest theoretical model for the experiment is
based on the Josephson equations developed for a BEC
[18, 19]. Our symmetric system can be modeled as two
condensates connected by a single JJ. Letting N1, N2 and
φ1, φ2 be the number and phase of atoms in the two sides
of the torus, and defining the relative population differ-
ence z = (N1 −N2) / (N1 +N2) and the phase difference
φ = φ1 − φ2, the Josephson equations are
z˙ = Ic
√
1− z2 sinφ (1)
and
φ˙ = −ωC (z − z0)− Ic z√
1− z2 cosφ. (2)
Here Ic = 2EJ/h¯N is the critical normalized current of
the double JJ, where EJ is the Josephson coupling energy
[18, 20] and N = N1 +N2 is the total number of atoms.
FIG. 2: Initial (a) and final (b) configuration of atom SQUID
potential. Images of a BEC where bias current is less (c) or
more (d) than critical current. Image (d) shows the BEC
compression that occurs when tunneling is not possible.
Also, ωC = EC/2h¯N , where EC is the capacitance energy
[18, 20], and z0 is the population difference when the
chemical potential difference
µ = µ1 − µ2 = h¯ωC (z − z0) (3)
is zero (µ1 and µ2 are the chemical potentials in the two
sides of the torus). The derivative z˙ is a normalized atom
current, with maximum value Ic. An effective bias cur-
rent z˙0 is created by relative movement of the JJs against
the BEC to change the equilibrium population difference
z0 [18]. The dc (ac) Josephson regime is z˙0 < Ic (z˙0 > Ic).
We now discuss details of the experiment. After evap-
orative cooling to 30µK in a quadrupole magnetic trap,
87Rb atoms in the F = 1 and mF = −1 state were trans-
ferred to the combined optical trap forming a toroidal
potential with trapping frequencies of 300 and 570 Hz in
the vertical and radial directions, respectively. The hori-
zontal trapping beam, with wavelength λ = 1064 nm and
waist ω0 = 11µm, was scanned horizontally at 14 kHz
over a width of 47µm. The vertical trapping beam, with
λ = 830 nm and ω0 = 1.5µm, painted (at a scan fre-
quency of 25 kHz) an 8µm diameter ring with two inten-
sity minima forming JJs. While the depth of the vertical
painting potential remained fixed at 75 nK, the horizontal
trap depth was lowered from 40 to 1.1µK in 2.5 s to drive
evaporation. The result was a pure BEC with atom num-
berN set between 1000 and 8000, corresponding to chem-
ical potentials from 29 to 58 nK. Interference patterns
observed after a period of ballistic expansion confirmed
that phase fluctuations in the thin BEC [21, 22] were
negligible. Weak barriers (22 nK) in the initial poten-
tial prevented spontaneous rotation of the atoms in the
toroidal trap during evaporation. At the end of the evap-
oration stage the barrier height was increased to 44 nK in
3FIG. 3: (a) Lines: computed critical current vs atom num-
ber for three trap depths. Points show the measured critical
atom numbers determined by the experiment (see text) with
respective critical currents and fitted trap depth: 1 s−1 and
71 nK (circle), 2 s−1 and 74.5 nK (triangle), 4 s−1 and 75.6 nK
(square). (b) - (d): Measurement of critical currents. Each
data point is the mean of several measurements of the final
normalized population difference z, with the error bar being
the standard error of the mean. Systematic calibration uncer-
tainty in atom number is less than 10%. Solid (blue) curves
show the best fit solution of the Josephson equations. The
JJ rotation frequency f , corresponding bias current z˙, and
duration of JJ movement T are: (b) f = 0.25 Hz, z˙ = 1 s−1,
T = 370 ms. (c) f = 0.5 Hz, z˙ = 2 s−1, T = 185 ms. (d)
f = 1 Hz, z˙ = 4 s−1, T = 92.5 ms.
100 ms. The two JJs were then moved towards each other
at a rotation frequency f for each junction, which gives
rise to a bias current z˙0 = 4f . To prevent plasma os-
cillations and to establish the bias current adiabatically,
the barriers were accelerated at constant rate to the de-
sired constant velocity. The total compression angle for
each JJ was pi/8 and the compression angle after the ac-
celeration stage was 0.06pi. Following the movement of
the JJs, the BEC was imaged by absorption in situ. The
clear change seen in the final density distribution between
the dc Josephson [Fig. 2(c)] and ac Josephson [Fig. 2(d)]
regimes as the bias current increases can identify the crit-
ical current accurately.
A two-mode model that includes the nonlinear inter-
action in the coupling term [18, 20] predicted the critical
currents plotted in Fig. 3(a) for three potential depths,
showing that the critical current may be varied substan-
tially over the range of atom numbers accessible to the
experiment. The critical current Ic = 2EJ/h¯N depends
on potential depth because EJ is a function of barrier
height, which is, here, a fixed fraction of the trap depth.
Data was collected by fixing the bias current and vary-
FIG. 4: (a) Final value of normalized population difference
z for f = 1 Hz computed using the Josephson equations (solid
line) and the 3D GPE (disks). Inset: disks: current-phase re-
lation from GPE simulation forN = 4250 atoms. Dashed line:
ideal current-phase relation z˙ = 2EJ/h¯N sinφ. (b) Analogous
1D GPE simulations for a torus with radius 20µm. Barrier
FWHM (in units of healing length ξ) and height (in units of
chemical potential µ) at N = 22 000 atoms: 3.9ξ and 1.8µ
(disks), 37ξ and 0.93µ (squares), and 36ξ and 0.51µ (trian-
gles). Barrier rotation frequencies: 0.2 Hz (solid disks and
squares), 0.5 Hz (open disks and squares), 5 Hz (solid trian-
gles), 12.5 Hz (open triangles). Inset: Corresponding current-
phase relations for N = 22 000 atoms. Dashed line: ideal
current-phase relation for the tunnel JJ.
ing the atom number. Values for N and z were obtained
from the absorption images. Figures 3(b)-(d) show three
data sets corresponding to bias currents of 1 s−1, 2 s−1,
and 4 s−1. The sharp transition from dc to ac Josephson
regimes is seen as the sudden change of z as N decreases.
The transition point shifts to higher N as the bias current
increases, in accordance with Fig. 3(a). To make a quan-
titative comparison with theory we find the best least-
squares fit to each data set of a numerical integration of
the Josephson equations (1) and (2). Each fit had three
free parameters: the potential depth, and the initial and
final values of z. These parameters are determined by the
fit because slight deviations of the initial and final z from
the values predicted by geometry result from imperfec-
tions in the toroidal potential, and drifts in the relative
waist positions of the horizontal and vertical trapping
beams can introduce small variations in trap depth be-
tween data sets. The fits, shown as the blue curves in
Figs. 3(b)-(d), are in generally good agreement with the
data. The potential depths obtained from the fits (71,
74.5, and 75.6 nK respectively) are within the range of
75(6) nK corresponding to the ±2µm estimate of the pos-
sible relative drift of the waists of the trapping beams and
the uncertainty in the trapping beam intensity. The crit-
ical atom numbers determined by the fit for each rotation
frequency are shown on Fig. 3(a). Their consistency with
the theory predictions for the trap depths determined by
the fits illustrates the agreement between experiment and
theory already seen in Figs. 3(b)-(d).
The model based on the Josephson equations (1) and
(2) is simple, assuming a sinusoidal current-phase rela-
4tion and neglecting spatial effects such as condensate
excitations and changes in EJ and EC as the barriers
move. To understand the importance of these effects we
performed three dimensional (3D) dynamic simulations
of the experiment using the Gross-Pitaevskii equation
(GPE). Figure 4(a) shows that predictions of the Joseph-
son equations are in excellent agreement with GPE re-
sults. Further, the current-phase relation for the JJ ob-
tained from the GPE solutions is sinusoidal and in ex-
cellent agreement with the prediction z˙ = 2EJ/h¯N sinφ.
This finding is consistent with theoretical studies of the
current-phase relation for BEC flow through a 1D square
barrier [23, 24]. The validity of the Josephson equations
implies that the system reported here is analogous to the
ideal dc SQUID, and so superfluid analogs of the phe-
nomena seen in that device should be observable in the dc
atom SQUID. It also shows that the atom SQUID can be
well understood from microscopic theories without rely-
ing on phenomenological models, simplifying design and
interpretation in future atom SQUID research.
Since Josephson effects can be observed with both tun-
nel junctions and weak links, it is interesting to compare
them in the contexts of the experiment reported here and
of rotation sensing with atom SQUIDs. Although experi-
ments with superfluid helium have shown that sufficiently
small weak links can have sinusoidal current-phase re-
lations [6], analogous devices have not been realized for
BECs, and so, we consider here weak links based on thick
barriers (e.g [17]). Figure 4(b) shows GPE simulation re-
sults for a ring five times bigger than the experiment (to
make room for a thick barrier) containing five times as
many atoms (to leave the healing length and chemical
potential unchanged). The simulations show that a thick
barrier weak link (squares) and our thin barrier tunnel
junction (disks) would behave very differently in the ex-
periment. Specifically, as the atom number N increases,
we find that flow for the thick barrier starts when the
chemical potential reaches the barrier height. The system
then passes through a narrow (in N) sinusoidal current-
phase regime with very small critical current [24]. For
any higher atom number the thick barrier weak link has a
nonsinusoidal current-phase relation and a critical veloc-
ity that increases with N rapidly compared to the tunnel
junction behavior shown in Fig. 3(a) [24]. As a result, the
final z versus N curves in Fig. 4(b) for the tunnel junc-
tion and the thick barrier weak link are quite different
[the curve for a low thick barrier (triangles) is even more
different because the critical velocity here is approaching
the speed of sound]. More significantly, Fig. 4(b) shows
that the critical atom number for thick barrier weak links
is fairly insensitive to f (because the critical velocity is
very sensitive to N), while the tunneling regime of the
thin barrier is distinguished by relatively large changes
in critical atom number with f , as is seen in the experi-
mental measurements (Fig. 3).
An interesting next step would be to measure the junc-
tion’s current-phase relation directly by, for example, al-
lowing the two parts of the toroid to expand and over-
lap, forming interference fringes that indicate the relative
phase across the junction. Looking to the future, quanti-
zation of circulation will lead to quantum interference of
currents in the dc atom SQUID as a function of rotation
rate. The interference can be seen via the shift of crit-
ical current with trap rotation rate, enabling the use of
atom SQUIDs for rotation sensing. In this case the rela-
tive insensitivity of the tunnel junction critical current to
changes in N should make it preferable to a thick barrier
weak link. The atom SQUID interaction region can be
compact, so it will be interesting to compare its rotation-
sensing performance with the current state of the art, the
atom optics-based gyroscope [25]. The painted potential
technique also allows for the creation of more complex
circuit geometries, such as networks of rings [26], and
the system could also be used to study instability mech-
anisms leading to vortex formation when a BEC flows
through a constriction [27]. It may be possible to ap-
ply the technology demonstrated here to recent proposals
[28–33] to create macroscopic quantum superpositions of
different flow states in an atom SQUID. These states are
analogous to the macroscopic superpositions of different
flux states demonstrated in SQUIDS [34, 35]. There has
been considerable discussion regarding the true number
of entangled particles in these systems [36, 37], and so, it
would be intriguing to duplicate the experiment with a
BEC, where the microscopic physics is well understood.
In summary, we have created a pair of Josephson junc-
tions on a toroidal Bose-Einstein condensate and demon-
strated Josephson effects in a toroidal BEC by showing
the transition between the dc and ac Josephson regimes
and by measuring the critical current of the junctions.
The experimental data for this dc atom SQUID geome-
try is in good agreement with the predictions of the ideal
Josephson equations and of the Gross-Pitaevskii equa-
tion, and the GPE simulation of the experiment finds
that the JJ current-phase relation has the ideal sinusoidal
form.
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